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The accurate identification of T-cell epitopes remains a principal goal of bioinformatics within immunology.
As the immunogenicity of peptide epitopes is dependent on their binding to major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) molecules, the prediction of binding affinity is a prerequisite to the reliable prediction of epitopes.
The iterative self-consistent (ISC) partial-least-squares (PLS)-based additive method is a recently developed
bioinformatic approach for predicting class II peptide-MHC binding affinity. The ISC-PLS method
overcomes many of the conceptual difficulties inherent in the prediction of class II peptide-MHC affinity,
such as the binding of a mixed population of peptide lengths due to the open-ended class II binding site.
The method has applications in both the accurate prediction of class II epitopes and the manipulation of
affinity for heteroclitic and competitor peptides. The method is applied here to six class II mouse alleles
(I-Ab, I-Ad, I-Ak, I-As, I-Ed, and I-Ek) and included peptides up to 25 amino acids in length. A series of
regression equations highlighting the quantitative contributions of individual amino acids at each peptide
position was established. The initial model for each allele exhibited only moderate predictivity. Once the
set of selected peptide subsequences had converged, the final models exhibited a satisfactory predictive
power. Convergence was reached between the 4th and 17th iterations, and the leave-one-out cross-vali-
dation statistical termssq2, SEP, and NCsranged between 0.732 and 0.925, 0.418 and 0.816, and 1 and
6, respectively. The non-cross-validated statistical termsr2 and SEE ranged between 0.98 and 0.995 and
0.089 and 0.180, respectively. The peptides used in this study are available from the AntiJen database
(http://www.jenner.ac.uk/AntiJen). The PLS method is available commercially in the SYBYL molecular
modeling software package. The resulting models, which can be used for accurate T-cell epitope prediction,
will be made freely available online (http://www.jenner.ac.uk/MHCPred).

INTRODUCTION

The products of the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) play a fundamental role in regulating immune
responses. T cells recognize antigens as peptide fragments
complexed with MHC molecules, a process requiring antigen
degradation through complex proteolytic digestion prior to
complexation. The biological role of MHC proteins is, thus,
to bind peptides and “present” these at the cell surface for
inspection by T-cell antigen receptors (TCRs, or TRs using
IMGT nomenclature). MHC genes are grouped into two
classes on the basis of their related biological properties and
similar secondary and tertiary structures, yet they exhibit
important functional differences. Class I molecules are
composed of a heavy chain complexed toâ2-microglobulin,
while class II molecules consist of two chains (R andâ) of
similar size. Both classes of MHC molecule have similar
3-D structures composed of two domains. The MHC pep-
tide-binding site consists of aâ sheet, forming the base,
flanked by twoR helices, which together form a narrow cleft
or groove accommodating bound peptides. The principal
difference between the two classes are the dimensions of

the peptide-binding groove: class I is closed at either
end and is constrained to bind short peptides (typically
8-11 amino acids in length), while class II is open at both
ends, allowing much larger peptides of varying length to be
bound.

As previously mentioned, class II MHC molecules are non-
covalent heterodimers and are called HLA-DP, HLA-DQ,
and HLA-DR in humans and I-A and I-E in mice. Peptides
binding to class II MHC molecules are usually 10-25 resi-
dues long, with peptide lengths of 13-16 amino acids being
the most frequently observed.1-4 From X-ray crystallographic
data of MHC class II and TCR-peptide-MHC class II
complexes,5,6 it is clear that nine amino acids are bound in
an extended conformation within the class II binding site.
In contrast to class I peptides, they are not anchored at either
amino or carboxyl termini but stretch along the binding
groove, with residues accommodated by binding pockets
along the cleft. Previous interpretations, extant within the
literature, suggest that class II peptides have a small number
of anchor residues upon which binding depends. These
anchors are residues of an appropriate type, which must sit
at particular spacings along the peptide in order for MHC
allele-restricted binding to occur; residues at other peptide
positions are, in terms of peptide specificity, less constrained.
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The side chain at peptide position P1 binds into a deep pocket
while four shallow pockets bind side chains at peptide
positions P4, P6, P7, and P9. The side chains at positions
P2, P3, P5, and P8 point toward the T-cell receptor.

We have recently developed an iterative self-consistent
(ISC) partial-least-squares (PLS)-based extension,7 to the
additive method,8,9 for prediction of class II peptide-binding
affinity and applied it to three human class II alleles. We
now address binding to six class II mouse alleles (I-Ab, I-Ad,
I-Ak, I-As, I-Ed, and I-Ek), for peptides of up to 25 amino
acids in length. The ISC additive method assumes that the
binding affinity of a large peptide is principally derived from
the interaction, with an MHC molecule, of a continuous
subsequence of amino acids within it. The ISC is able to
factor out the contribution of individual amino acids within
the subsequence, which is initially identified in an iterative
manner.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS

Peptide Database and Binding Affinities.The informa-
tion and data based on the peptide sequences and their
binding affinities were obtained from the AntiJen database,
a development of JenPep10,11(URL: http://www.jenner.ac.uk/
AntiJen). For each set of class II alleles, peptide lengths of
10-25 were obtained from the database. A total of 44 I-Ab,
145 I-Ad, 55 I-Ak, 81 I-As, 69 I-Ed, and 52 I-Ek peptide
sequences were found with known binding affinities (IC50).
Extracted IC50 values were first converted to log(1/IC50)
values [or-log(IC50) or pIC50] and used as the dependent
variables in the QSAR model. The pIC50 values were
predicted from a combination of the contributions of
individual amino acids at each position of the peptide. The
binding affinities were originally assessed using a competi-
tion assay based on the inhibition of binding of a radio-
labeled standard peptide to a detergent-solubilized MHC
molecule.12-13

Additive Method. Initially, the sequence of each peptide
was segmented into a set of nine amino acid subsequences,
that is, nonamer sequences at positions 1-9, 2-10, 3-11,
4-12, and so forth. Each nonameric subsequence is then
converted into a binary bit string of 180 bins (9 positions×
20 amino acids) to create a “matrix”. Within the matrix, a
term is set to 1 when an amino acid is present at a partic-
ular position and 0 when it is absent. We extended the
classical Free-Wilson model with terms accounting for the
possible interactions between the amino acids side chains.
Thus, the binding affinity of a nonamer expressed in p units
(negative decimal logarithm of IC50 values) could be
presented by eq 1

where the const accounts, at least nominally, for the peptide
backbone contribution,∑i)1

9 Pi is the sum of amino acid
contributions at each position,∑i)1

8 PiPi+1 is the sum of
adjacent peptide side-chain interactions,∑i)1

7 PiPi+2 is the

sum of every second side-chain interaction,∑i)1
6 PiPi+3 is

the sum of every third side-chain interaction, and so on. As
these two models were roughly equivalent in terms of
statistical quality, to simplify the matrix, we applied the
principle of Occam’s razor and sought the simplest explana-
tion: only the amino acid contributions to be considered were
chosen, and interactions between side chains at relative
positions 1-2 and 1-3 were neglected. The matrix was
analyzed using PLS,14 an extension of multiple linear
regression (MLR). Leave-one-out cross-validation was used
to indicate the predictive ability of the model.

Cross-Validation Using the “Leave-One-Out” (LOO-
CV) Method. The predictive statistical power of the models
from the additive method for each allele was carried out using
PLS14 as implemented within SYBYL 6.9.15 The method
works by producing an equation or QSAR (quantitative
structure-activity relationship), which relates one or more
dependent variables to the values of descriptors and uses
them as predictors of the dependent variables (or biological
activity). The IC50 values (the dependent variabley) were
represented as negative logarithms (pIC50). The predictive
ability of the model was validated using cross-validation
(CV), which is a reliable technique for testing the predictivity
of models. With QSAR analysis in general and PLS methods
in particular, CV is a standard approach to validation. In
our case, CV works by dividing the data set into a set of
peptides, developing several parallel models from the reduced
data with one or more of the peptides being excluded, and
then predicting the activities of the excluded peptides. When
the number of each excluded peptide is the same as the
number in the set, the technique is called “leave-one-out
cross-validation” (LOO-CV).

The predictive power of the model is assessed using the
following parameters: cross-validated coefficient (q2) and
the standard error of prediction (SEP), which are defined in
eqs 2 and 3.

where, in eq 2, pIC50(pred) is a predicted IC50 value and

pIC50(exp)is an experimental IC50 value. The summations are
over the same set of pIC50 values. PRESS is the predictive
error sum of squares and SSQ is the sum of squares of
pIC50(exp)corrected for the mean. In eq 3,p is the number of
peptides omitted from the data set. The optimal number of
components (NC) resulting from the LOO-CV is then used
in the non-cross-validated model, which was assessed using
standard MLR validation terms: explained variance (r2) and
standard error of estimate (SEE), which are defined in eqs 4
and 5

pIC50 ) const+ ∑
i)1

9

Pi + ∑
i)1

8

PiPi+1 + ∑
i)1

7

PiPi+2 +

∑
i)1

6

PiPi+3 + ∑
i)1
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PiPi+4 + ∑
i)1

3

PiPi+6 + ∑
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2

PiPi+7 + PiPi+8
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q2 ) 1.0-
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[pIC50(exp)- pIC50(pred)]
2
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2
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SEP) xPRESS
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where, in eq 4,Ypred is the predicted,Yobs the observed, and

Yh the average dependent variable, in this case, IC50 values.
In eq 5,n is the number of peptides andc is the number of
components. In the present case, a component in PLS is an
independent trend relating measured biological activity to
the underlying pattern of amino acids within a set of peptide
sequences. Increasing the number of components, up to an
optimal value, improves the fit between target and explana-
tory properties; the statistic which is optimized in the LOO-
CV when extracting the optimal number of components is
the bestq2 value (>0.4). Both SEP and SEE are standard
errors of prediction and assess the distribution of errors
between the observed and predicted values in the regression
models.

Iterative Self-Consistent (ISC) Algorithm. Each iteration
of our ISC PLS-based algorithm generates a set of nonameric
subsequences extracted from the parent peptide.7 The sub-
sequences were extracted by taking segments of nine amino
acids starting at positions 1-9, followed by positions 2-10,
3-11, 4-12, and so on, depending on the length of the
original parent peptide. Values for pIC50 corresponding to
this set of peptides were predicted using PLS and compared
to the experimental pIC50 value for each parent peptide.
LOO-CV was then employed to extract the optimal number
of components, which was then used to generate the non-
cross-validated model. The previous model is used to predict
the pIC50 values and a new set is extracted. The best predicted
nonamer was selected for each peptide; those with the lowest
residual between the experimental and predicted pIC50 were

chosen for each peptide. Each new model is built from the
set of optimally scored nonamers. The method works by
comparing the new set of peptide sequences with the old
set, and if the new set is different, an extra iteration is begun.
The process is repeated, and the new set is compared with
the previous one, and if they are the same, the final model
is obtained; that is, the model has reached convergence. The
resulting coefficients of the final non-cross-validated model
describe the quantitative contributions of each amino acid
at each of the nine positions. An example coefficient matrix
for the I-Ab allele is shown in Table 1.

Additive Model Evaluation. A key step in bioinformatics
is validation. We used an independent test data set to evaluate
the predictivity of our mouse class II models. Sixty class II
epitopes from 21 protein sequences were used in the test
set, see Table 2.16-54 The full protein sequences were
retrieved from SWISS-PROT.55 Complete protein sequences
were used as input in this test, and the ability of the algorithm
to identify epitopes correctly was assessed. A threshold,
based on percentages of returned potential epitopes, was set
in the test. In real-life situations, immunologists wish to test
a small number of peptides with high binding affinity, as
these are more likely to be actual epitopes. The number of
binding peptides, if not immunodominant epitopes, is
proportional to the sequence length. We assessed the top 5%,
10%, and 15% of predicted peptides, counting the number
of epitopes identified. We compared results from our method
with those from RANKPEP,56,57 the only server to offer a
significant number of mouse models.

RESULTS

The additive method was applied to peptide binding data
for six mouse class II alleles: I-Ab,58-64 I-Ad, I-Ak, I-As, I-Ed,
and I-Ek, with the number of peptides for each allele ranging
from 44 to 145. The resulting statistical parameters were
based exclusively on the amino acid contributions (amino
acids only models). The validation results for the final models
are shown in Table 3. The initial model for each allele
exhibited only moderate predictivity. Once the set of selected

r2 )

∑
i)1

n

(Yobs- Ypred)
2

∑
i)1

n

(Yobs- Yh)2

(4)

SEE) x PRESS
n - c - 1

(5)

Table 1. Additive Model for the Binding Affinity Prediction to the I-Ab Allelea

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9

A -0.016 -0.008 0.265 -0.115 0.066 -0.442 0.050 0.447 -0.034
C 0.000 0.083 0.037 -0.051 0.090 0.050 0.216 0.079 -0.139
D -0.065 0.000 -0.067 0.000 0.000 0.107 -0.077 -0.041 -0.203
E -0.028 -0.129 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.048 0.000
F 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.283 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
G -0.286 -0.039 0.050 -0.011 0.000 0.000 -0.003 0.000 -0.067
H -0.003 -0.013 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.213 0.000
I -0.043 0.090 -0.364 -0.090 0.000 -0.244 -0.351 0.000 -0.069
K 0.094 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.069 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L 0.000 -0.215 -0.110 0.094 -0.162 0.000 -0.003 -0.242 0.066
M 0.008 -0.067 0.000 0.258 0.223 0.154 0.017 -0.027 0.082
N 0.000 0.298 0.000 0.042 -0.003 -0.069 0.064 -0.097 -0.455
P 0.100 0.000 0.032 0.090 0.030 0.201 0.080 0.000 0.280
Q -0.013 0.000 -0.235 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.067 -0.051
R 0.164 -0.286 0.066 0.122 -0.233 0.120 0.213 -0.229 0.216
S -0.051 0.090 0.161 0.036 -0.078 0.041 -0.125 0.000 0.213
T 0.054 0.151 0.079 -0.060 0.233 0.000 -0.079 0.012 0.161
V -0.069 -0.048 0.000 0.064 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
W 0.000 0.000 -0.029 0.000 -0.097 -0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000
Y 0.155 0.092 0.116 -0.097 0.000 0.085 0.000 0.000 0.000

a Constant) 6.044 (the constant accounts, at least nominally, for the peptide backbone contribution). 0.000 represents position where amino
acids are absent within the matrix.
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peptide subsequences had converged, the predictive power
of the final models was satisfactory. Convergence was
reached between the 4th and 17th iteration, and the LOO-

CV termssq2, SEP, and NCsranged between 0.732 and
0.925, 0.418 and 0.816, and 1 and 6, respectively. The non-
cross-validated termsr2 and SEE ranged between 0.98 and

Table 2. Sequences of the Epitopes and Their Source Proteins

overlapping epitopes location allele protein source reference

KYLEFISDAIIHVLHS 102-117 I-As myoglobin equine 16
FISDAIIHVLHSK 106-118 I-Ak myoglobin equine 16
FISDAIIHVLHSK 106-118 I-Ad myoglobin equine 16
ELFRKDIAAKY 136-146 I-Ed myoglobin sperm whale 17
SALAMVYLGAKDSTR 36-50 I-Ad ova chicken 18
PKYVKQNTLKLATG 306-319 I-Ed hemagglutinin H3 influenza virus 19
LKLATGMRNVPEKQT 314-328 I-Ed hemagglutinin H3 influenza virus 19
ISQAVHAAHAEINEAGR 323-339 I-Ad ova chicken 20
ISQAVHAAHAEINEAGR 323-339 I-Ab ova chicken 20
ISQAVHAAHAEINEAGR 323-339 I-As ova chicken 20
AIWQVEQKASIAGTDSGW 55-72 I-As PorB Neisseria meningitidis 21
NYKNGGFFVQYGGAYKRH 163-180 I-Ad PorB Neisseria meningitidis 21
TPRVSYAHGFKGLVDDAD 244-261 I-As PorB Neisseria meningitidis 21
TLAYRFGNVTPRVSYAHG 235-252 I-Ad PorB Neisseria meningitidis 21
DKYRSITVRV 127-136 I-Ab enterotoxin b Streptococcussp. 22
DENPVVHFF 79-87 I-Ak myelin basic protein mouse 23
DENPVVHFF 79-87 I-Ak myelin basic protein guinea pig 23
YALKRQGRTLYG 88-99 I-Ad histone H4 calf thymus 24
GVADPVKVTRSALQN 489-503 I-Ad HSP65 Mycobacterium aVium 25
GVADPVKVTRSALQN 489-503 I-Ad HSP65 Mycobacterium tuberculosis 25
GVADPVKVTRSALQN 489-503 I-Ad HSP65 Mycobacterium boVis 25
GVADPVKVTRSALQN 489-503 I-Ad HSP65 Mycobacterium leprae 25
FEVGATYYF 295-303 I-Ed OMPF Escherichia coli 26
AAKFESNFNTQATNRNT 31-47 I-Ak HEL chicken 27
DGSTDYGILQINSRWW 48-63 I-Ak HEL chicken 27
ATSLSPFYLRPPSFLR 41-56 I-As R-B-crystallin bovine 28
GSTDYGILQINSR 49-61 I-Ed HEL chicken 29
TGKICNNPHRILDGIDCTLID 48-68 I-Ak hemagglutinin HA1 influenza virus 30
LEFITEGFTWTEVTQNGGSNA 118-138 I-Ak hemagglutinin HA1 influenza virus 30

nonoverlapping epitopes location allele protein source reference

AWVAWRNRCK 107-116 I-Ed HEL chicken 31
AAKFESNFNTQATNRNT 31-47 I-Ak HEL chicken 27
AAKFESNFNTQATNRN 31-46 I-Ak HEL chicken 27
DGSTDYGILQINSR 48-61 I-Ak HEL chicken 32
DYGILQINSR 52-61 I-Ak HEL chicken 33
TEWTSSNVMEERKIKV 265-280 I-Ab OVA chicken 34
PKSDNQIKAVPAS 234-246 I-Ak SM-P40 Schistosoma mansoni 35
SKYPNCAYKTTQANKH 90-105 I-Ek ribonuclease buffalo 36
LGIWTYDGTKVSISPES 146-162 I-Ab acetylcholine receptor Torpedo californica 37
RNDGSTDYGILQINSR 46-61 I-Ak HEL chicken 38
YIYADGKMVN 173 -182 I-Ek straptococcal nuclease Straptococcal aureus 39
GKKVITAFNEGLK 64-76 I-Ek hemoglobin mouse 40
DGSTDYGILQINSRW 48-62 I-Ak HEL chicken 41
GRGLAYIYADGKMVN 168-182 I-Ek straptococcal nuclease Straptococcal aureus 42
SVSSFERFEIFPK 107-119 I-Ed hemaglutinin influenza virus 43
CPKYVRSAKLRM 302-313 I-Ed hemaglutinin influenza virus 43
NLCNIPCSALLSSDI 74-88 I-Ab HEL chicken 44
NLCNIPCSALLSSDI 74-88 I-Ak HEL chicken 44
DYGILQINS 52-60 I-Ak HEL chicken 45
SSDITASVNCAK 85-96 I-Ek HEL chicken 46
WRRQARFK 71-78 I-Ed nucleocapsid protein infectious bronchitis virus 47
DGSTDYGILQINSRW 48-62 I-Ak HEL chicken 48
IIANDQGNRTTPSY 28-41 I-Ak HSP70 drosphila simulans 48
WVAWRNRCK 107-116 I-Ek HEL chicken 49
WVAWRNRCK 107-116 I-Ed HEL chicken 49
TYTEHAKRKTVTAMDVVYALKRQG 71 -94 I-Ab histone H4 mouse 50
TYTEHAKRKTVTAMDVVYALKRQG 71 -94 I-Ad histone H4 mouse 50
TYTEHAKRKTVTAMDVVYALKRQG 71 -94 I-As histone H4 mouse 50
LRDNIQGITKPAIRR 22-36 I-Ab histone H4 mouse 50
LRDNIQGITKPAIRR 22-36 I-As histone H4 mouse 50
NIQGITKPAIRRLAR 25-39 I-Ab histone H4 mouse 50
NIQGITKPAIRRLAR 25-39 I-Ad histone H4 mouse 50
NIQGITKPAIRRLAR 25-39 I-As histone H4 mouse 50
LIAYLKQATAK 94 -104 I-Ek cytochrome c pigeon 51
ISQAVHAAHAEINEAGR 323-339 I-Ad ova chicken 52
TQFHPPHIEIQML 48-60 I-Ad microglobulin mouse 53
ISQAVHAAHAEINEAGR 323-339 I-Ad ova chicken 54
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0.995 and 0.089 and 0.180, respectively. The statistical results
for each of the six models are summarized in Table 3.
Graphical representations of the respective amino acid
contributions at each binding position are given in Figure 1.
The most favored and most disfavored amino acids at each
binding position for each allele are summarized in Table 4.

While I-Ad gives marginally the better statistics, we chose
to report results from I-Ab, which converged in fewer
iterations, indicating a more stable and self-consistent result.
The best PLS model had excellent predictivity, with LOO-
CV parametersq2 ) 0.850, SEP) 0.459, NC) 6 and the
non-cross-validated results beingr2 ) 0.994 and SEE)
0.089 (Table 3). The final “matrix” of amino acid contribu-
tions at each position is shown in Table 1. Convergence was
reached at the seventh iteration. The best predicted nonamer
found within each of the full sequences is shown in Table
5. The matrix shown in Table 1 is the final converged model
used to predict the pIC50 values reported in Table 5.

In cross-validation and prediction, optimally scored non-
amers can be determined using the ISC algorithm. Leave-
one-out cross-validation is used to extract the optimum
number of components subsequently used to generate the
non-cross-validated model, while the previous model is used
to predict pIC50 values as a new set of subsequences are
extracted. The best predicted nonamers were selected for each
peptide (lowest residual difference between the experimental
and predicted IC50), as shown in Table 5. The validation
statistics reported in Table 3 are encouraging with re-
spect to our methods. Though ther2 values are high, which
some might interpret as overfitting, the high values of
q2sthe equivalent ofr2 under cross-validationsand its
similarity with r2 is a testament to the lack of significant
overfitting.

The present study defines models for peptides binding to
a series of mouse class II molecules: I-Ab, I-Ad, I-Ak, I-As,
I-Ed, and I-Ek molecules. Class II epitopes are believed to
be nine or more amino acids in length and to possess primary
anchors at positions P1 and P4 and secondary anchors at
positions P6 and P9.65-67 In our models, specificity for amino
acid classes in I-A and I-E models are identical at somes
but different at othersanchor positions, illustrating the
different requirements for peptides presented by different
alleles. The anchors with the most restricted specificity are
P1 and P9. The results do not show a complete consistency
in amino acid residue found within the different models,

although a significant number of residues fall into similar
classifications (e.g., hydrophobic, aliphatic, and polar). Table
4 shows that P1 is predominantly aliphatic and hydrophobic
for all I-A and I-E molecules, with the exception of I-Ad

and I-As, where it is aromatic. P9 is similar to those amino
acids at P1, in that it is predominantly hydrophobic and
aliphatic for I-A molecules and somewhat hydrophobic and
aliphatic for the I-E molecules. P4 and P6 (Table 4) show a
totally different amino acid preference between the models.
Our results for I-Ed and I-Ek binding peptides agree well with
X-ray crystallographic data for HLA-DR1 binding pocket
peptide specificity,68 thus confirming the predicted similarity,
in terms of function as well as structure, of mouse class II
I-E molecules with human DR molecules. The complemen-
tarity of MHC pockets and peptide side chains, in respect to
the size and shape of the pocket versus those of the side
chain, largely determines peptide selectivity. For example,
Pro (I-Ab), Phe (I-As), or Ile (I-Ek) are found in the large,
hydrophobic pocket at P1; Leu (I-Ad), Ala (I-Ed), or Ser
(I-As) are found in the pocket at P6; Cys (I-Ak) is found in
the pocket at P9.

To further benchmark our method, the favored binding
anchor positions identified by the ISC additive method were
compared to existing literature definitions of anchor motifs,
as collated in SYFPEITHI.69 Table 6 shows favored amino
acid residues identified by the ISC-PLS method compared
to well-tolerated anchor residues from SYFPEITHI at posi-
tions P1, P4, P6, and P9. I-Ab and I-As alleles are not
represented in the table as no anchor motif is present in
SYFPEITHI. Although the correspondences between the ISC
method and SYFPEITHI are not exact, they do show
similarity between amino acid properties. Peptides binding
to certain I-A alleles, such as I-Ad, do not have as clearly
identifiable binding motifs,70 suggesting that their amino acid
specificity may not be as stringent as that for other class II
molecules, for example, the I-Ad allele, where the underlying
amino acid property is polar at position P1 and hydrophobic
at positions P4 and P6 in the SYFPEITHI database. The I-Ak

allele71 prefers peptides containing negatively charged, polar
amino acids at position P1 (Asp and Asn from SYFPEITHI;
Thr from ISC method). The P1 binding pockets of most
HLA-DR and I-E molecules are reported to be large and
hydrophobic, and these class II molecules prefer to bind
peptides with larger aliphatic or aromatic side chains at P1.
Consistent with empirical results apparent in SYFPEITHI
and elsewhere, our results are suggestive that the I-Ak P1
binding pocket may have an atypical specificity, when
compared to the P1 binding pockets of I-E molecules. Results
for the ISC method and SYFPEITHI for the I-E molecules
reveal differences in specificity for I-Ed72 and I-Ek.49,72-74

Table 6 shows that, at P1, the amino acid residues (Met and
Ile) for the two I-E alleles are both hydrophobic. In
SYFPEIHTI, these residues are also listed as broadly hydro-
phobic: the I-Ed allele consists mainly of aromatic residues,
and the I-Ek allele consists mainly of aliphatic residues. The
types of amino acid residues listed in SYFPEIHTI for
position P9 are predominantly basic, hydrophilic groups
which are different from the small nonpolar residues (alanine
and cysteine, respectively) identified by the ISC additive
method for the I-Ed and I-Ek alleles.

Among online epitope prediction algorithms, only
SYFPEITHI69 and RANKPEP56 include mouse class II

Table 3. Summary of Results for the Final Converged Alleles
Generated after the Additive Method

model I-Ab I-Ad I-Ak I-As I-Ed I-Ek

number of
peptides

44 145 55 81 69 52

number of
iterations

7 14 4 17 8 8

Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation
NCa 6 6 6 6 6 6
q2b 0.850 0.898 0.790 0.783 0.732 0.925
SEPc 0.459 0.534 0.816 0.588 0.557 0.418

Non-Cross-Validation
r2 0.994 0.993 0.990 0.980 0.992 0.995
SEEd 0.089 0.136 0.180 0.177 0.096 0.106

a Optimal number of components.b q2 obtained after LOO-CV.
c Standard error of prediction.d Standard estimate of error.
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models. However, SYFPEITHI has only three class II
models, I-Ak, I-Ek, and I-Ld, only two of which are common
to the models described here. RANKPEP,56,57 which is a
reliable, robust, if underused, method, does contain models
for seven different mouse class II alleles. It is the only server
to offer multiple mouse models. We used an independent
test set comprising 60 epitopes to assess the performance of

our algorithm and to compare its performance to that of
RANKPEP. Complete sequences were input to both methods;
this reduces bias, as it mimics the use to which immunolo-
gists will put the methods: identifying high binders capable
of displaying immunogenicity. The performances are sum-
marized in Table 7. Viewed in isolation, our approach
performs well, returning the majority of known epitopes with

Figure 1. Relative contributions of position-wise amino acids at each binding position 1-9 for the I-Ab, I-Ad, I-Ak, I-As, I-Ed, and I-Ek

alleles. The contribution made by different individual amino acids at each position of the 9-mer I-Ab, I-Ad, I-Ak, I-As, I-Ed, and I-Ek binding
peptide. The contribution is equivalent to a position-wise amino acid regression coefficient obtained by PLS regression (as described in the
text).
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the top 15%, a conveniently small set of peptides to make.
Comparatively, neither method wins hands down. At the 15%
level, RANKPEP does not significantly outperform the
additive method, except for I-Ek, where our results are poor.
However, RANKPEP is based, in part, on the use of epitope
data, as opposed to binding data, thus introducing bias into
any validation exercise, as there will be an overlap between
test and training sets. In light of this, the performance of the
ISC method is commendable. Algorithms underlying these
servers vary, and often, direct comparison between such
servers is problematic.75 Moreover, relatively little is known
about the molecular mechanism that is relevant to epitope
selection by CD4+ T cells. Our method appears to predict
IC50 values well, but there may be other issues in helper
T-cell epitope selection which we do not properly account
for, for which an epitope-based predictor, such as RANK-
PEP, may do implicitly. RANKPEP is, essentially, based on
“memorizing” existing epitopes, including ones used to test
it. This is unavoidable since the data set, from which the
most up-to-date version of RANKPEP is built, is not
available. Because it uses epitope data, RANKPEP may,
artificially, enhance its prediction on data known to it but
be poorer on unseen data. This contention remains to be
tested. Moreover, because of the limited number of test
sequences available, any comparison is likely to lack
statistical rigor. As more epitope data become available, the
quality of all models will, doubtless, improve.

DISCUSSION

As is well-known, the prediction of MHC class II epitopes
is very much more difficult than that of class I. In the present
study, we have examined a recently developed bioinformatics
method: the ISC PLS-based additive method, which was
applied to the prediction of class II MHC-peptide binding
affinity. We have shown previously that ISC is a reliable,
quantitative method for binding affinity prediction7 and have
applied it here to peptides binding to six mouse MHC class
II molecules (I-Ab, I-Ad, I-Ak, I-As, I-Ed, and I-Ek), develop-
ing a series of quantitative, systematic models, based on
literature IC50 values.

It is seems clear from experimental studies of T-cell
epitope analogue binding and data from X-ray crystal-
lography that peptides bind to MHC molecules through the

interaction of side chains of certain peptide residues with
pockets situated in the MHC class II peptide-binding site:
these side chains extend into discreet pockets within the
binding groove.6,76-77 Peptide side chains form favorable
(polar, hydrophobic, or steric) interactions with MHC side
chains within these pockets;77 the most critical determinant
of binding, other than the presence of appropriate types of
side chains, is their relative spacing. Indeed, it has been
suggested that different MHC class II molecules may bind
the same peptide in multiple binding registers, whereby the
peptide is displaced longitudinally within the binding groove
with side chains being bound by different pockets.78-80

Reviewing this concept, two main alternative scenarios are
identified: binding of the same peptide in different registers
by the same or different alleles.81 The more common second
alternative is well-demonstrated and results from minor
polymorphic differences in the amino acid residue composi-
tion of the binding groove.78,80 In the DRB5 complex, the
large P1 pocket accommodates Phe from the peptide and
Ile occupies the shallow pocket at P4. However, in the DRB1

allele, the small pocket at P1 is occupied by Val, shifting
the peptide to the right, while Phe occupies a deeper pocket
at P4. This also causes certain peptide side chains, which
are orientated toward the TCR, to change.78 Unequivocal
evidence supporting the former alternative is somewhat
scarce: there are few, if any, proper examples of exactly
thesamepeptide binding in different registers to exactly the
sameMHC molecule. For example, the recent work of
Xia et al.82 shows no evidence of hierarchical binding to
HLA-DQ2 even for the long, highly repetitive epitope
LQLQPFPQPELPYPQPELPYPQPELPYPQPQPF.

The above observations are easily rationalized by recourse
to simple statistical mechanics.83 The proportions (P) of two
binding modes (state 1 and state 2) are given by the ratio of
their Boltzmann factors:

whereE1 andE2 are the relative energies of the two states.
Unless these energies are, by chance, close, the proportions
of the lower energy state will prevail by many orders of
magnitude, as is seen experimentally.84 Repetitive sequences

Table 4. Summary of the Favored and Disfavored Amino Acid Residues at Each Binding Position for the Six MHC Class II Allelesa

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9

Favored Binding
I-Ab1 P K A L L, T M R A M
I-Ad1 C, T, W A, G, M T C, M, S, W Q, L, V L A, I, Y G, I, L A, C, F, T, V
I-Ak1 T T G C G, S F E, Y Q C
I-As1 F C N, L F A I I G H
I-Ed1 M Q W W S A W R C
I-Ek1 I A Y R R Q L T A

Disfavored Binding
I-Ab1 Q P G C P A G I K
I-Ad1 N, E, L N N, V G, T N, I I H, S H, Y E, I, K, S
I-Ak1 N H N, H T A A A S A
I-As1 K A, S R H G K G P R
I-Ed1 I I H I L C L Y I
I-Ek1 R R L G A, Y I E K E

a The best positively favored and worst negatively disfavored amino acids chosen at each binding position at their various cut-off values as
represented in Figures 1-6. A cut-off value of> (0.4 is applied to favored and disfavored binding amino acid residues. Where no amino acid
residue exceeds this threshold ((0.4), the next best residue is chosen (shown in italics).

P(state 1)

P(state 2)
)

exp(-E1/kT)

exp(-E2/kT)
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are an exception as they are much more likely to produce
closely spaced energy differences between peptides binding
in different registers. However, recognition and binding are
not the same. The affinities exhibited by a TCR for a low-
affinity, low-abundance register-shifted peptide, and, indeed,
the repertoire frequency of T cells expressing such a receptor,
may be totally different, dwarfing that of TCRs which bind
to the high-affinity register.

Not withstanding the arguments outlined above, the task
common to all class II prediction methods is the identification
of the binding subsequence: the region of the peptide that
actually interacts strongly with the MHC. As discussed
above, this search is complicated, conceptually at least, by
the ability of MHCs to bind in a degenerative manner. Long
peptides, in particular, might exhibit a hierarchy of multiple
binding modes. However, as we have said, relatively little

Table 5. List of Peptides Used in This Study of the I-Ab Mouse Allele, Highlighting the Best Predicted 9-mer Sequencesa

number epitope peptide length exptl IC50

highest
predicted IC50

predicted IC50

closest to exptl IC50 ref.

1 AQGALANIAI E 11 6.959 7.054 7.054 11
2 YDAQGALANI A 11 6.260 6.263 6.263 11
3 KPVSQMRMATPL 12 4.982 7.218 5.297 10
4 EAIQPGCIGGPK 12 3.211 5.913 3.384 13
5 MRMATPLLM RPM 12 6.682 7.194 6.767 10
6 EAIQPGCIAGPK 12 3.346 6.360 3.186 13
7 AKFVAAWTLKAA A 13 7.377 7.384 7.384 17
8 KPVSQMRMATPL L 13 5.584 7.218 5.297 10
9 YDAQGALANIAI E 13 7.155 7.054 7.054 11

10 QMRMATPLLM RPM 13 6.818 7.194 6.767 10
11 TPPAYRPPNAPIL 13 6.593 6.593 6.593 12
12 SQMRMATPLLMRPM 14 7.237 7.194 7.194 10
13 KPVSQMRMATP LLM 14 7.009 7.218 6.998 10
14 ISQAVHAAHAEINE 14 6.426 6.566 6.417 18
15 QGQMVHQAISPRTL N 15 6.815 6.810 6.810 17
16 KPVSQMRMAT PLLMR 15 7.215 7.218 7.218 10
17 VSQMRMATPLLMRP M 15 7.086 7.194 7.089 10
18 KILEPFRKYTAF TIP 15 5.832 6.374 5.780 17
19 AKRKTVTAM DVVYAL 15 7.367 7.371 7.371 15
20 KTVTAMDVVYALKR Q 15 5.277 6.756 5.276 15
21 LRDNIQGITKPAIRR 15 5.125 6.625 5.169 15
22 NIQGITKPAIRR LAR 15 5.187 6.760 5.169 15
23 PRTLNGPGPGSPAIF 15 6.504 6.813 6.240 17
24 EKVYLAWVPAHKGIG 15 6.992 6.829 6.829 17
25 HQAISPRTLN SPAIF 15 7.854 7.395 7.395 17
26 SPAIFQSSMTK ILEP 15 6.231 6.498 6.233 17
27 FRKYTAFTIPSIN NE 15 6.994 6.972 6.972 17
28 PRTLNSPAIFQ SSMT 15 7.125 7.395 7.395 17
29 HQAISPRTLN SPAIF 15 7.854 7.395 7.395 17
30 HSNWRAMASDF NLPP 15 5.379 6.613 5.217 17
31 PVSQMRMATP LLMRPM 16 6.979 7.218 6.998 10
32 NTDGSTDYGILQIN SR 16 5.426 6.227 5.394 12
33 KPVSQMRMAT PLLMRP 16 7.276 7.218 7.218 10
34 ASFEQGALANI AVDKA 16 6.260 6.988 6.273 11
35 KPVSQMRMATPLLMRP L 17 7.097 7.218 7.089 10
36 KPVSKMRMATPLLMQAM 17 7.585 7.651 7.651 10
37 KPVSKMRMATPLLMQAL 17 7.509 7.453 7.453 10
38 KPVSQLRMATPLLMRP M 17 7.009 7.411 7.089 10
39 KPVSQMRMATPLLLRPM 17 7.114 7.218 7.147 10
40 KPVSQMRMATPLLMRP M 17 7.131 7.218 7.089 10
41 KPVSQMRLATPLLMRP M 17 6.975 7.194 6.997 10
42 KPVSQMRMATPLLMRP M 17 7.131 7.218 7.089 14
43 LGIETYDGTKVSISPES 17 7.076 7.066 7.066 16
44 YKPVSQLRLAT PLLLRPL 18 7.310 7.348 7.348 10

a For the I-Ab allele, this table shows the observed pIC50 values for each of the best predicted nonameric sequences originating from the parent
peptide. The best 9-mer sequences are highlighted in bold.

Table 6. Comparison of Favored Binding Positions between the ISC Additive Method and the SYFPEITHI Databasea

P1 P4 P6 P9

additive
method SYFPEITHI

additive
method SYFPEITHI

additive
method SYFPEITHI

additive
method SYFPEITHI

I-Ad C, T, W S, T, Y, E C, S, M, W V, L, I, A L A, V
I-Ak T D, N C I, V, L, N F E, Q
I-Ed M W, Y, F W K , R, I A I , L , V, G C K, R
I-Ek I I, L, V R I, L, V, F, S C Q, N, A, G A K, R

a Amino acid residues shown in bold represent well-tolerated anchors, and those residues that are not shown in bold represent less-tolerated
anchors.
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is known concerning the explicit degeneracy of the binding
process. Nonetheless, the fact that the binding groove is open
at both ends in class II molecules is consistent with the
possibility. Whether this phenomenon actually occurs in
reality is, except for repetitive sequences, unlikely on
theoretical grounds, as discussed above. Nonetheless, the
inability to identify the correct register has confounded
attempts to produce accurate models for class II, necessitating
our use of iterative techniques. Ideally, we would wish to
compare the improvement in predicted binders versus a
random selection, that is, a different starting set of nonamers,
where the whole proteins had been analyzed for T-cell
epitopes using overlapping peptides. However, fully con-
trolled experiments such as this are costly and rarely
preformed. So, we concentrated on the prediction of known
class II restricted epitopes.

It may be assumed, from a thermodynamic standpoint, that
the best binding nonameric subsequence, within the parent
peptide, will have the highest pIC50 (i.e., the lowest binding
energy) among all possible nonamers originating from the
long parent peptide. The problem, from the standpoint of
prediction, is that the predicted value closest to the experi-
mental pIC50 is not always the highest predicted value, as is
shown in Table 5. As the predicted pIC50 is not always the
nearest to the experimental or observed pIC50, it is difficult
to differentiate errors arising from multiple binding modes,
and so forth, from an incorrectly defined binding sequence,
particularly at the early stages of the iterative cycle. Thus,
our attempts to account for a possible multiplicity of binding
modes, that is, two or more 9mer subsequences, have not
yet yielded a stable solution or workable algorithm (data not
shown).

Our results are consistent with an emerging view of MHC
binding: motifs are an inadequate representation of the
underlying processes of binding. As we have clearly dem-
onstrated elsewhere,85,86 the whole of a peptide contributes
to binding, albeit weighted differently at different positions.
At least for class I, it is even possible to generate high-affinity
peptides using noncanonical anchors, with extra affinity
arising from other interactions made by the rest of the
peptides. This is also likely to be a feature of class II binding.
For example, Liu et al.,87 showed that, for I-Ab, it was
possible for a peptide bearing alanines to bind to its four
main pocketsswhich correspond to positions P1, P4, P6, and
P9 and which usually bind larger peptide side chainsswith
compensatory interactions made by residues at other positions
in order to maintain overall affinity. Our class II models
suggest that the relative contributions, of particular residues,

to binding are spread more evenly through the peptide than
is generally supposed, rather than being concentrated solely
in so-called anchor positions. Our iterative method is different
from the manual identification of anchor-based motifs by
visual inspection. Such methods are intrinsically tendentious,
arbitrary, subjective, and potentially inaccurate. Our method,
which is, however, by no means perfect, is, by contrast, an
objective and unsupervised approach. It is dependent,
however, on the quantity and degeneracy of the data itself,
and also upon its quality.

In terms of the quantity of data, we have not reported
models where the number of peptides is less than 40,7 as
the size of data sets we have used is suitable for motif
analysis and comparisons can provide significant insights (see
Table 6). Our experience with other additive models, for
example, HLA-A*0201, where sufficient data is available,
suggests that predictivity is maintained.8 In general, for
MHC-peptide binding experiments, the sequences of pep-
tides studied are very biased in terms of amino acid
composition, often favoring hydrophobic sequences. This
arises, in part, from preselection processes that result in self-
reinforcement. Binding motifs are often used to reduce the
experimental burden of epitope discovery. Very sparse
sequence patterns are matched and the corresponding subset
of peptides tested, with an enormous reduction in sequence
diversity. The intrinsic quality of data is a more vexing issue
still. Peptides are often physically large molecules with
extreme physical properties, being multiply charged, zwit-
terionic, or exhibiting huge ranges of hydrophobicity.
Moreover, there is also little consensus on the best assay
systems for measuring MHC-peptide affinity, and that data
is of an intrinsically inferior quality: multiple measurements
of the same peptide can vary by several orders of magnitude,
mixtures of different standard peptides are used in radioligand
assays, and experiments are conducted at different temper-
atures and over different concentration ranges.86 Another
issue of importance, which we do not address overtly, is the
influence of “flanking” residues on affinity and recogni-
tion: Arnold et al.,88 identified residues at+2 or-2, relative
to the core nonamer, as important for effective recognition
by T cells. We have sought to address this by increasing the
core peptide region identified in our model by 2 in both
directions, but again this did not, within an iterative
framework, yield a stable solution, perhaps suggesting that
this phenomenon is a subsidiary one, at least statistically.

As is well-known, the prediction of MHC class II epitopes
is considerably more demanding, and generally less suc-
cessful, than that of class I. Ideally, we would like to address

Table 7. Comparison of the Performance of the ISC Additive Method with RANKPEP for the Six Alleles Described in the Papera

method

MHCPred RANKPEP

alleles
number of
proteins

number of
epitopes top 5% top 10% top 15% top 5% top 10% top 15%

I-Ab 5 7 0.57 0.85 0.85 0.57 0.71 0.71
I-Ad 10 13 0.23 0.46 0.85 0.46 0.54 0.54
I-Ak 7 16 0.25 0.37 0.56 0.75 0.81 0.88
I-As 5 7 0.28 0.57 0.71 0.71 0.86 0.86
I-Ed 5 10 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.60
I-Ek 5 7 0.14 0.28 0.28 0.86 0.86 0.86

a We have compared the performance, in terms of epitope identification with full sequences, of the additive method with that of RANKPEP, the
only sever to offer a similar number of mouse models. Percentages are given of the number of correctly identified epitopes in the top scoring
selections of predicted binders. The top 5%, 10%, and 15% are shown.
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the validation of the models’ performance with a large
unbiased blind test set, but unfortunately, only relatively
small, on an allele-by-allele basis, test sets are currently
available, see Table 2. Moreover, we have already ruminated
upon the variety of practical and conceptual difficulties as
yet unaddressed for class II epitopes. All this is reflected in
the performance of our models. In the present evaluation
test, the predictivity of the additive method models varied
between models. The relative success of the models is related,
in part, to the number of peptides used to train them. The
predictivity of the I-Ad model was very high (training set:
145 peptides), while that of I-Ek (training set: 52 peptides)
was very poor. As more binding data for mouse class II
becomes available, the quality of our models will improve.

The ISC algorithm described above combines an iterative
approach to selecting the best predicted binders with PLS, a
robust multivariate statistical tool for model generation. The
ISC method is universal in that it can be used for any
peptide-protein binding interaction where the peptide length
is unrestricted but the binding is limited to a fixed, if
unknown, part of the peptide. Implementation of the method
is straightforward; it is fast to use, and its interpretation
is straightforward. The final models derived from these
calculations will be included in an updated version of
MHCPred.7,9,89-91
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